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Recall that a subgroup H of a torsion-free abelian group G is pure
if and only if G/H is again torsion-free. For brevity, call a set S an
jfcr-union of its subsets 5\, X(EA, if each finite subset of 5 is contained
in some S\. In this language, Pontryagin's theorem is (equivalent to)
the following, where the set-theoretic, not the group-theoretic, union
prevails.
T H E O R E M (PONTRYAGIN). If the countable, torsion-free abelian
group G is the fa-union of pure subgroups that are free, then G must be
free.

Pontryagin gave an example that demonstrates that the prefix
"/o-" cannot be deleted from the above theorem; indeed he showed
that there exists a torsion-free group of rank 2 that is not free such
t h a t each subgroup of rank 1 is free (see, for example, [l, p. 151 ]).
We present the following direct generalization of Pontryagin's
theorem obtained by transposing the countability condition.
T H E O R E M 1. If the torsion-free abelian group G is the fa-union of a
countable number of pure subgroups that are free, then G must be free.
O U T L I N E OF PROOF. Let G be an /tr-union of pure subgroups Hnt
n<o)f that are free. Write Hn= ]C*er(w) {gi}> For simplicity of notation, let JU denote the smallest ordinal having the cardinality of G.
We claim that there exist subgroups Aat a<fx, of G satisfying the
following conditions:
(0) ^ o = 0.
(1) Aa is pure in G for each a<fx.
(2) {AayHn} is pure in G for each a</x and each n<w.
(3) Aa+i^Aa for each a such that a + K j u .
(4) A a+i/A a is countable for each a such that a +1< ju.
(5) AaC\Hn= Yliei(n,a){gi} for OJ</X and #<co, where I(n, a) is
a subset of I(n).
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(6) Ap = U«</3 A a if ]8 is a limit ordinal less than JJL.
(7) G = U«< M ^«.
The proof of the existence of the subgroups Aa satisfying conditions
(0)-(7) is the same verbatim as that found in our proof of Theorem 1
in [2], so we shall not repeat it here. However, the remainder of the
proof of the present theorem differs, in an essential way, from the
proof of the theorem just cited. In order to complete the proof here,
we need to show that Aa+i/Aa
is free for each a<fx. We naturally
appeal to Pontryagin's theorem since Aa+i/Aa is countable. Suppose that S is a finite subset of Aa+i. There exists n<œ such that
SQHn because G is the jfo-union of the Hn's. Letting B be the smallest pure subgroup of G containing {Aa, S}, we observe that
BQAa+1C\{Aa,
Hn] since Aa+i and {Aa, Hn] are both pure subgroups of G containing \Aa, S). From the relations
B/AaQ{Aa,Hn}/Aac*Hn/(Aar\Hn)^

£

{gi},

iEiI(n)~I(n,a)

we conclude that B/Aa is free. Since B/Aa is a pure subgroup of
Aa+i/Aa containing {Aa, S}/Aa and since 5 was an arbitrary finite
subset of Aa+i, we see that Aa+i/Aa is an/cr-union of pure subgroups
that are free. By Pontryagin's theorem Aa+i/Aa is free, and Aa+i
= Aa + Ca where Ca=Aa+i/Aa
is free. The proof is finished with the
observation that G = ]C«<M C**
Two simple applications of the above theorem that demonstrate
that the theorem is actually a genuine generalization of Pontryagin's
theorem are the next two theorems, which are of interest in their own
right.
T H E O R E M 2. If the torsion-free dbelian group G is the union of a
countable chain of pure, free subgroups, then G is free.
T H E O R E M 3. Let m be a cardinal number that is the limit of an ordinary, countable sequence of smaller cardinals. Suppose that the torsionfree dbelian group has rank m. If each subgroup of G having rank less
than m is free, then G must be free.

In the statement of Theorem 3, m can be, for example, No or Nw.
Combining Theorem 2 with the results of [2] covering the torsion
case, we have
T H E O R E M 4. If the group G is the union of a countable chain of pure
subgroups, then G is a direct sum of cyclic groups if and only if the subgroups belonging to the chain are direct sums of cyclic groups.
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Other applications of these results will appear elsewhere.
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